
Start at the Pinnacle of Life  

Chapter 11: Hublot MP, hand strap 1 
suite 

  ‘I’m vomiting, Shenhao is inhuman! ’ 

  ‘I also vomited, 1 million is not enough? Is it okay to recharge? ’ 

   Brother Yi, who was still hesitating, saw a screenshot of the group's trumpet in the 

drizzle silent live broadcast room. 

   Decisively recognize counseling. 

   This kind of unprofitable throwing money, he really can't sustain it. 

   Besides, looking at the other person’s posture, it’s really not taking money as 

money... 

  What family is this? 

   There should be 940,000 tiger shark wings on the other side. 

   Seeing that it means to smash it all on this little anchor, arrogant! 

   ‘Recharge more’, although it’s a bit pretending, but people have that confidence! 

   He thought it was his eldest brother who could only charge. 

   I simply want to hook up with a girl, now it seems that I think too much. 

   Qin Yu really didn't charge any coins. 

   I always heard that there are dozens or millions of rewarding female anchors in the 

live broadcast industry. 

   What about embezzling public relations, one rocket at a time... 



   This door, that door. 

   He thought that the big brothers would make millions in every minute, and there 

were only more than 900,000 tiger shark wings left to look at. 

   However, there are still 98,780,000 bucket teeth on the number. 

   One hundred million more points will not get in the way! 

  ‘Coco, this kind of daily PK is boring, I will help you get the first place in the next 

event. ’ 

   Brother Yi has the confidence to say this. 

   He was not alone during the event. 

  The trade union, water friends, and eldest brother will all come, how can the person 

on the other side win? 

   "Our house is no longer rushing, big brother hurts a lot!" 

   "Big brother is welcome to come to the live broadcast room anytime, he can dance, 

his body is very soft!" 

   This is a direct statement, and Brother Yi, who is about to go offline, feels very 

uncomfortable. 

   Damn, I take you as a treasure, you are coquettish here, making trouble? 

   What the eldest brother said before, could not help but come to mind again. 

  ‘Fuck, it’s really poisonous! ’ 

   Could it be that wind and rain hurts people at night, know something? 

   Brother Yi is in a complicated mood and goes offline... 

   Decided to have a good chat with the opposite eldest brother when we meet next 

time. 



   Qin Yu didn't pay attention to Xiao Ke Ke on the opposite side at all. 

   He is a good boy with clean sunshine, and the fish pond is clear and clean. 

   Resolutely never touch the poisonous things, and strive to be a good young man in 

the new century. 

   Then played three more games, almost every game ended at the beginning. 

  唰唰~ 

   10 shots were super hot. 

   The little anchor on the opposite side knelt directly and couldn't laugh anymore... 

  ‘Is there such a bully? We don’t have 300 gifts at all. ’ 

  嘤嘤嘤~~ 

   嘤嘤嘤...he didn't remember their names, so he just played after playing. 

   Cheng Xiyu is still grateful to Big Brother, "Thank you Big Brother Ye Shouren for 

your support. This is the first time I won PK, and it is still a five-game winning streak, 

wow..." 

   Cheng Xiyu is really excited, she once thought she understood the feeling of 

winning. 

   But after I really experienced it, I realized that I didn't understand at all. 

   A closer look at the eldest brother is already off, Cheng Xiyu’s self-confidence was 

hit... 

  ‘Little anchor, please send it to your eldest brother on Weibo, be careful that he was 

abducted again! ’ 

  ‘I think the big brother is going to be gone, is it okay to go offline? ’ 

  ‘The little anchor is so pitiful, just took off, is this going to land vertically? ’ 



   These are the old friends of the little anchor, and they know her previous 

experience. 

   Now, it's hard to find a new brother. 

   If it gets dropped again, the little anchor will be really miserable. 

  ’The little anchor will hold on, don’t succumb to the big brother, the orcs will never 

be slaves! ’ 

  ‘Orcs are never slaves unless they provide food and shelter, 233...’ 

  ‘Anchor, help me ask if my eldest brother lacks a girlfriend, I think...’ 

  ‘The same question, I think too. ’ 

  ‘The body is delicate, flexible, and automated, no fights, no grabs, no crying, no 

trouble, just be a concubine! ’ 

  ‘It’s vomiting, rich people tease girls, it’s so easy! ’ 

  'Goddess is posted upside down, is this the unpretentious life of the rich? ’ 

   Seeing the messy barrage on the public screen, Cheng Xiyu also became 

concerned about gains and losses. 

   Not possessed and possessed and lost again are two concepts at all. 

   Realizing the joy of five consecutive victories, the little anchor is a little bit unwilling 

to continue with the Buddhism. 

  ‘Would you like to send a thank you message to your eldest brother, by the way, is 

he asleep? ’ 

   Just do it, Cheng Xiyu picked up the phone and began to edit the text carefully. 

   A simple paragraph has been edited countless times. 

   Carefully consider each word, and press the send button with satisfaction. 



  …… 

   At this time, Qin Yu was receiving the task reward in the room. 

  ’Congratulations on leading the little anchor [Drizzle and Silent] to win five 

consecutive championships and promote the charm of miracles. ’ 

  ‘[Silent drizzle] I have a preliminary understanding of miracles. ’ 

  ’Task reward: Hublot MP series 905.ND.0001.RX watch, official price: 2,483,500. ’ 

  ’Reminder: Please arrive at Hudu, B101, Hengde Plaza, Jinling West Road, and 

receive the reward at the counter within five days. ’ 

   The top-of-the-line watch priced at 2.48 million, just got it? 

   What is it like to carry a suite on your wrist? ? ? 

   Qin Yu originally thought that he could only enjoy himself in speech and video... 

   But now, the question mark becomes an exclamation mark! 

   Life is impermanent, who would say it is not! 

   When receiving the news from the small anchor, Qin Yu was checking the watch 

information online. 

   This watch looks cool, but it’s a bit hard to recognize the time. 

   picked up the phone and glanced, tapping a few fingers. 

  ‘Want to thank me, bring breakfast tomorrow morning. ’ 

   then tossed the phone aside, turned his head and completely forgot. 

   After confirming the model and address, Qin Yu fell asleep on the bed. 

   But I don’t know that someone tossed and turned all night because of him. 

  …… 



   Sleep steadily until dawn. 

   The first thing Qin Yu thinks of when he opens his eyes is the system. 

  Personal virtual panel appeared in sight. 

  Host: Qin Yu. 

   Level: LV1. 

   Blessing: 0.5/sec. 

   Capital: 25,920 yuan. 

   Experience: 555/200000. 

   Sunshine value: 75. 

  ‘It’s okay, okay, it’s not a dream! Happiness came too suddenly, and Qin Yu also 

suffered from gains and losses. 

   Now he is sure that he is really the chosen one. 

   Yesterday, the money brushed by the system has arrived. UU reading 

www.uukanshu.com plus the previous cashback, his personal assets are more than 

500,000. 

   But why is the experience only 555? 

  75 should be beef noodles, 480 is kebab. 

  ‘So, don’t my consumption on Douya platform count? ’ 

  ‘Consumption on the Douya platform is a system reward virtual currency and is not 

counted as consumption! ’ 

  ‘Host recharge consumption will be counted into the normal consumption quota to 

gain experience. ’ 



   Qin Yu felt reasonable when he heard that, if the 100 million Douya coins provided 

by the system were also considered consumption experience. 

   Then he only needs to spend money crazy now. 

   I don’t know how many levels 100 million is enough to increase. Will the annual 

income exceed 100 million by then? 

   Picking up the phone, Qin Yu was surprised. 

   From last night to now, he has received 22 WeChat messages. 

   There is also a notification message: 

   "Your savings account of 5898 is 25,920 yuan, and the balance is 510,920 yuan. 

[C&D Bank]" 

   Click to open the WeChat account, the news is all sent by Cheng Xiyu. 

  ‘Breakfast? ? ? ’ 

  ‘Golden Dragon...Big brother? ? ’ 

  ‘Boss, are you asleep? ’ 

5 minutes later. 

  ‘Boss, what do you like for breakfast? ’ 

  ‘Can you tiao and soy milk? ’ 

   (tangled expression) 

   (sad expression) 

   In the morning, 6:35. 

  ‘Big brother, are you awake? (Wrong expression)’ 

   20 minutes ago. 



  ‘Big brother, are you still awake? ’ 

  ‘I’ve bought breakfast. (Cute face)’ 

   Get up to wash and brush your teeth. 

   Qin Yu went out with his mobile phone, still wondering what does "buy breakfast" 

mean? 

  He's just teasing the little anchor! 

 


